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Relative Clause

1. The dog _______ barking you can hear is our 

Exercise

1. The dog _______ barking you can hear is our 
neighbor's dog.
1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

The dog _______ barking you can hear is our The dog _______ barking you can hear is our 



Relative Clause

2. This is the purse _______ I am looking for. 

Exercise

2. This is the purse _______ I am looking for. 
1) who
2) whose
3) that3) that
4) where
5) whom5) whom

Relative Clause

This is the purse _______ I am looking for. This is the purse _______ I am looking for. 



Relative Clause

3. I don't know the phone number _______ is used in 

Exercise

3. I don't know the phone number _______ is used in 
case of emergencies. 
1) who1) who
2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

I don't know the phone number _______ is used in I don't know the phone number _______ is used in 



Relative Clause

4. My mother, ________ worked as a nurse, is retired 

Exercise

4. My mother, ________ worked as a nurse, is retired 
now.  
1) who1) who
2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

mother, ________ worked as a nurse, is retired mother, ________ worked as a nurse, is retired 



Relative Clause

5. His last film _______ is the best film I've ever seen 

Exercise

5. His last film _______ is the best film I've ever seen 
hasn’t a big audience.  
1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

His last film _______ is the best film I've ever seen His last film _______ is the best film I've ever seen 
big audience.  



Relative Clause

6. The people _______ names are on the list will stay 

Exercise

6. The people _______ names are on the list will stay 
here.
1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

The people _______ names are on the list will stay The people _______ names are on the list will stay 



Relative Clause

7. Do you know the reason _______ there are no 

Exercise

7. Do you know the reason _______ there are no 
penguins at the North Pole?
1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) why

Relative Clause

Do you know the reason _______ there are no Do you know the reason _______ there are no 
North Pole?



Relative Clause

8. My grandfather remembers the time ______ there was 

Exercise

8. My grandfather remembers the time ______ there was 
no television.
1) when
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) why

Relative Clause

My grandfather remembers the time ______ there was My grandfather remembers the time ______ there was 



Relative Clause

9. The school _______ is going to hire the bus has 

Exercise

9. The school _______ is going to hire the bus has 
   already paid for the deposit.  

1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

The school _______ is going to hire the bus has The school _______ is going to hire the bus has 
the deposit.  



Relative Clause

10. I know a great little restaurant _______ we can get 

Exercise

10. I know a great little restaurant _______ we can get 
    dinner.

1) who
2) whose2) whose
3) which
4) where4) where
5) whom

Relative Clause

I know a great little restaurant _______ we can get I know a great little restaurant _______ we can get 



Relative Clause

11. The woman _______ husband is a football player always 

Exercise

11. The woman _______ husband is a football player always 
complains about the stains _______ never come off easily.
1) who / which
2) whose / which2) whose / which
3) which / which
4) which / whose4) which / whose
5) whom / whose

Relative Clause

The woman _______ husband is a football player always The woman _______ husband is a football player always 
complains about the stains _______ never come off easily.



Relative Clause

12. While boomerangs have been worldwide, the earliest 

Exercise

12. While boomerangs have been worldwide, the earliest 
specimens date back 10,000 
the best and most elaborate boomerangs are still made.
1)  which1)  which
2)  of which
3)  when3)  when
4)  where
5)  who

Relative Clause

While boomerangs have been worldwide, the earliest While boomerangs have been worldwide, the earliest 
000 years to Australia, ___________ 

the best and most elaborate boomerangs are still made.



Relative Clause

13. Dyslexia, __________ is common among Asians, is a reading 

Exercise

13. Dyslexia, __________ is common among Asians, is a reading 
disorder that goes on even with good schooling and normal 
or even above – average intelligence. It’s a handicap that 
affects up to one in five schoolchildren in the US.affects up to one in five schoolchildren in the US.
1)  which
2)  what2)  what
3)  where
4)  that

Relative Clause

Dyslexia, __________ is common among Asians, is a reading Dyslexia, __________ is common among Asians, is a reading 
disorder that goes on even with good schooling and normal 

average intelligence. It’s a handicap that 
affects up to one in five schoolchildren in the US.affects up to one in five schoolchildren in the US.



Relative Clause

14. Snowflakes ____________ an infinite variety of shapes.

Exercise

14. Snowflakes ____________ an infinite variety of shapes.
1)  that exhibit
2)  in exhibiting
3)  exhibiting3)  exhibiting
4)  exhibit
5)  where exhibit5)  where exhibit

Relative Clause

Snowflakes ____________ an infinite variety of shapes.Snowflakes ____________ an infinite variety of shapes.



Relative Clause

15. This kind professor always gives assistance to 

Exercise

15. This kind professor always gives assistance to 
    _________ during his lecture.

1) whoever needs some help or suggestions
2) whomever needs helps and suggestions2) whomever needs helps and suggestions
3) who needing some helps with suggestions
4) whoever is needed some help or suggestion4) whoever is needed some help or suggestion
5) whomever that are needing some helps or suggestions

Relative Clause

This kind professor always gives assistance to This kind professor always gives assistance to 
his lecture.

) whoever needs some help or suggestions
) whomever needs helps and suggestions) whomever needs helps and suggestions
) who needing some helps with suggestions
) whoever is needed some help or suggestion) whoever is needed some help or suggestion
) whomever that are needing some helps or suggestions



Relative Clause

16. Livestock officials slaughtered 

Exercise

16. Livestock officials slaughtered 
    Phitsanulok’s Bang Kra
    to contain an outbreak of     to contain an outbreak of 
    infectious disease (4) that it
    people.

Relative Clause

Livestock officials slaughtered 51 goats (1) inLivestock officials slaughtered 51 goats (1) in
Kra Tum district in a bid (2) 

an outbreak of brucellosis, a (3) highly an outbreak of brucellosis, a (3) highly 
that it can (5) be transmitted to



Relative Clause

17. As temperatures (1) where

Exercise

17. As temperatures (1) where
    rising (3) melt the (4) 
    race to map their claims     race to map their claims 
    frontier.

Relative Clause

where are (2) dramaticallywhere are (2) dramatically
) polar ice cap, five countries 

to map their claims (5) to a new energy to map their claims (5) to a new energy 



Relative Clause

Carol:  Did you watch that program last night? 

Exercise

Carol:  Did you watch that program last night? 
David: Which one? 
Carol:  The program  which  I mentioned a couple of days ago. It’s a new 

series __________ started last night. series __________ started last night. 
David: No, I didn’t see it. Was it good? 
Carol: Yes. It was about a group of friends __________ were at school 

together. Well, Rupert ... together. Well, Rupert ... 
David: Who was Rupert? 

Relative Clause

Did you watch that program last night? Did you watch that program last night? 

The program  which  I mentioned a couple of days ago. It’s a new 
series __________ started last night. series __________ started last night. 
No, I didn’t see it. Was it good? 
Yes. It was about a group of friends __________ were at school 



Relative Clause

Carol: He was an old student of the school __________ had become 

Exercise

Carol: He was an old student of the school __________ had become 
a doctor. He went to a party __________ his old teachers 

          organized. He met a lot of people __________ had been at school 
          with him many years before. They talked about the things           with him many years before. They talked about the things 
          __________ they did when they were at school. Then suddenly, 

Rupert saw an old girl-friend 
David: Don’t tell me anymore. It’s getting too complicated! David: Don’t tell me anymore. It’s getting too complicated! 

Relative Clause

He was an old student of the school __________ had become He was an old student of the school __________ had become 
a doctor. He went to a party __________ his old teachers 

met a lot of people __________ had been at school 
years before. They talked about the things years before. They talked about the things 

they were at school. Then suddenly, 
friend __________ was dancing with John ... 

Don’t tell me anymore. It’s getting too complicated! Don’t tell me anymore. It’s getting too complicated! 




